Varied Swordgrass Brown Butterfly, Tisiphone abeona (Donovan, 1805) – a personal
and historical perspective - John Moss
Without doubt the Swordgrass Brown is my favourite butterfly species and I am not alone in this regard. The
“father” of Australian butterflies, Dr. Gustavus Athol Waterhouse (1877-1950), comments in his popular 1932
book What Butterfly is That? : “This is the most remarkable
butterfly in Australia. Its study illustrates an event that has not often
been observed – the formation of no less than seven races in a
continental area. Races more often arise in islands, limited by
definite barriers not liable to be broken, except at long intervals of
time. Probably similar conditions exist nowhere else than in
Australia.”
He elucidates: “The seven races fall naturally into two groups of
three with an intermediate hybrid race at Port Macquarie. The three
races from the south have a very broad orange band on the forewing
and no band on the hindwing upperside. The three races to the north
have white markings on the upperside of both wings; only faintly
developed in the northernmost race.”

Tisiphone abeona albifascia
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He concludes: “This butterfly illustrates how species can be formed in nature. If the barriers in the past had
not been broken, what I now consider one species, would be two or three.
Even now it is difficult to convince some entomologists that the seven
races are the one species.”
Four years earlier in his second monograph of the genus Tisiphone,
Waterhouse (1928) stated: “About fifteen years ago, I recognized that the
butterfly …. was one that was especially worthy of study. I then began an
investigation of this species and its geographical races, which has
continued almost without interruption ever since. This investigation has
already borne important results and it is even now far from completed ….”
He further commented : “The species and its races are always eagerly
sought for by collectors in other parts of the world, and they are always
spoken of as some of the most handsome Satyrids in the world.”
Waterhouse went on to relate the historical origins of the species and
quotes the English taxonomist Donovan, who in 1805 described and first
figured the species (the nominate subspecies, now Tisiphone abeona
abeona). “He says : ‘There are few insects more striking than Papilio abeona. This appears to be one of the
more common species of the Butterfly tribe in many parts of the Australasian regions; we receive it in this
country not very infrequently among other insects from (the) vicinity of the English Settlements at Port
Jackson.’ ”
Newly emerged female T.a. aurelia
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G.A.Waterhouse added, “Even at the present time abeona can be found
within a few miles of the centre of Sydney, and in the early days of the
settlement here, must have been very common where the busiest part of
Sydney now stands.” (Presumably this would have to include the Tank
Stream.) “No doubt if Captain Cook had landed on the northern rather
than the southern shore of Botany Bay, this species would have been
caught by Sir Joseph Banks in 1770.”

T. a. “joanna”
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As a lad, living in a suburb of Sydney in the 1950’s and 60’s and not far
from Botany Bay, I often encountered this butterfly in local bushland,
along the East Hills railway line, where it still exists today. Lois
Hughes’ attractive cover painting illustrates two of the specimens I
caught at that time. Because of its orange and chocolate brown, I used to
refer to it as the “Jaffa butterfly”!
In his second monograph, Waterhouse asked (with respect to the
northernmost race, Tisiphone abeona rawnsleyi): “The question should

T. a. morrisi – female
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be settled as to whether Caloundra is its southern limit and
how far north does the race actually extend.” This can now
be answered fairly accurately. Rod Eastwood tells me that he
has observed the subspecies in suitable habitat, opposite the
southern end of Bribie Island, at Toorbul Point (as in Braby,
2000). I have personally taken it in wallum sedgeland on the
southern end of Fraser Island in January 1987 (as in Dunn and
Dunn, 1991 and Sands and New, 2002) and at Tin Can Bay
on the mainland. It also extends north-wards to about 10km
north of Maryborough. To the west it occurs on the Blackall
Range from Mapleton/Flaxton to Maleny and sometimes
appears on Mt. Beerburrum, the most southern of the
Glasshouse Mountains (R. Eastwood, pers.comm.)

Waterhouse’s 1928 paper was significant for two main reasons. Firstly, he included within it a description of
what he called “The finest and most heavily marked of all (the races)” and “a large and magnificent race,
larger than any of the others.” He was referring, of course, to Tisiphone abeona regalis which he had
collected at Barrington Tops on the Great Dividing Range, west of Newcastle.
This population and that from the Gibraltar Range west of Grafton (with
large creamy-white bands) is certainly spectacular in its form. Further
north, in the Tenterfield to Stanthorpe region, it loses many of its cream
markings and is a much darker insect but equally as large. In recent years
an isolated population has been found further northeast in the Mt. Barney
National Park complex of the Border Ranges (Sands and New, 2002). It is
interesting to speculate on whether this extreme of cline should be
deserving of subspecific status.

T. a. regalis larva
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The second commentary of significance was Waterhouse’s explanation of
the origin of the (hybrid) race “joanna”, and an opinion on the speciation of
ancestral Tisiphone, in relation to geophysical and botanical influences
since early Pliocene times (up to 5 million years ago).

Little work had been done on elucidating the mysteries of this species since
Waterhouse’s time until 1968, when A.M. Lucas from Flinders University’s
School of Biological Sciences worked on clinal variation in colour and pattern in
coastal populations of the butterfly. He actually measured certain characters and
produced statistical evidence in support of Waterhouse’s geographical
races/subspecies and subspecies groupings (Lucas, 1969). For this study, Lucas
used mainly his own specimens, collected in the field during the months of
February and March 1968. It is not clear from the literature whether or not this
paper was the result of a university based thesis for higher degree.
Not long after Lucas, another worker, B.A.
Conroy, at Sydney University, did similar
work for his (unpublished) PhD thesis.
T. a. morrisi pupa
His landmark work, which was
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comprehensive and thorough, involved
extensive field studies with both coastal and montane populations of the
butterfly. The information he obtained has become invaluable in helping
to draw up conservation strategies, especially for the unique hybrid
population Tisiphone abeona ‘joanna” at Port Macquarie (Conroy,
1971).

Newly emerged females T.a. morrisi
(above) and T.a.aurelia (below)
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There are issues involving the conservation of some subspecies and
populations of this species. Several projects, as part of recovery plans,
have already occurred for subspecies albifascia and morrisi which
ironically are quite secure in their natural geographical distributions. The
same cannot be said of the “joanna” hybrid population at Port Macquarie

and another unnamed taxon that occurs on the Comboyne Plateau to the southwest. It would be tragic if these
interesting and unique populations were to disappear due to lack of action on the part of government agencies
and municipal authorities, whilst scientists and other stakeholders were debating among themselves the
relative merits of whether to call these taxa subspecies or local populations (which can have a bearing on
whether legal protection can be afforded).
The threatening processes impacting on pop. “joanna” and to some extent subspecies rawnsleyi and morrisi
[namely: urbanization (including road construction), cane farming and other agricultural practices, sand
mining, fire and weed invasion] have been identified and/or restated in several recent publications including
Common and Waterhouse (1981), Dunn et al (1994), Braby (2000) and Sands and New (2002).
As far as the morrisi subspecies in southern Queensland is concerned, I made comment in December 2003
(BOIC Newsletter No. 31) in a report on a translocation project involving this butterfly, that “the bypass road
at Tugun may not now go ahead – good news for the only remnant site for the (subspecies) on the Gold
Coast”. Sadly, for the butterfly and its associated pristine wallum environment, this did not happen and as of
June 2nd 2008 (next month, as I write) interstate vehicles will be traversing an irreplaceable part of its unique
habitat!
There is some good news, however, as a small remnant population of morrisi still exists in southern
Queensland, on private property, at Jacob’s Well. This was discovered by Glenn Leiper (one of our members)
a few years ago, but is currently threatened by some of those same processes identified above for “joanna”
(Sands and New, 2002).

Entomological drawer showing 6 subspecies of Tisiphone abeona (L to R, in columns,
T. a. abeona, T. a. aurelia, T .a. ”joanna”, T. a. morrisi, T. a. regalis and T. a.
rawnsleyi) plus 4 specimens of the related species T. helena (top right hand side) Photo
by John Moss
Finally, returning to G.A. Waterhouse and his publications, it would be remiss of me not to mention the
landmark publication co-authored by George Lyell in 1914. This book, “The Butterflies of Australia”, which
is rarely seen these days, annotated and illustrated all the Australian butterflies then known. The authors
devoted a whole colour plate to 12 painted illustrations of the “remarkable hybrid race joanna” and made a
comparison with abeona, albifascia and morrisi. We have reproduced it in this issue for our readers.

Tisiphone colour plate from “Butterflies of Australia” Waterhouse and Lyell 1914

Addendum : An abbreviated chronology of the genus, species and subspecies of Tisiphone abeona. This
shows the dates at which various species and subspecies were described, the authors and the publications.
Donovan 1805
Insects of New Holland
T. abeona as Papilio
abeona
Hubner 1816
Verzeichniss bekannter Schmetterlinge
Erected the genus
Tisiphone
Butler 1866
Annals Magazine Natural History
T. a. joanna
Miskin 1876
Transactions Entomological Society
T. a. rawnsleyi
(London)
Olliffe 1888
Proceedings Linnean Soc. N.S.W.
T. helena
Waterhouse 1904
Proceedings Linnean Soc. N.S.W.
T. a. albifascia
Waterhouse 1914
Australian Zoologist
T. a. morrisi
Waterhouse 1915
Australian Zoologist
T. a. aurelia
Waterhouse 1928
Australian Zoologist
T. a. regalis
Tindale 1947
Rec. S. Aust. Museum
T. a. antoni
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